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1. INTRODUCTION 
We study the existence and regularity of solutions of a class of nonlinear 
nonautonomous neutral functional differential equations by associating 
with it an evolution equation in the space of initial data. 
The equation we consider is 
i(f) = F(t, x,), x, = q E W’%‘( -r, 0; X), O<s<t<T, (1.1) 
where x: [s-r, T] + X, s 2 0, 0 < r < co, is the delay and X is a Banach 
space. F: [0, T] x W’,‘( - r, 0; X) + X and x, E I@‘( - r, 0; X) is the history 
of x at time t defined pointwise by x,(e) = x(t + e), (3 E [ -r, 01. 
Suppose that for every cp E W’,’ and s 2 0 (1.1) has the unique solution 
x(s, q)(t). Then if we define U( t, s) cp = x!(s, cp), U(t, s) is an evolution 
operator in W’,’ which is a translation and thus has a generator A(t), t 2 0, 
defined by 
A(r) cp = --cp’, D(A(t)) = {rp E w*J: q?‘(O) = F(t, cp)}. (1.2) 
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So we are led to associate with (1.1) the evolution equation 
-$u(t)+A(t)u(t)=O, 4s) = cp, t>s>o. (1.3) 
Conversely, under suitable hypotheses on F, it will be shown that A(t) 
generates an evolution operator U(t, s) and that U(t, s) cp gives the 
segments of solution of (1.1). 
In his book [lo], Hale describes this approach for the case in which Eq. 
(1.1) is linear, autonomous and the initial data cp belongs to C( -r, 0; R”). 
More precisely, he considers equations of the type 
$ (x(t) -f(x,)) = g(x,), x0 = cp l C( - r, 0; R”), (1.4) 
where f and g are linear continuous operators from C( -r, 0; R”) to R”. In 
a recent paper [ 141 Plant uses the nonlinear semigroup theory to study the 
nonlinear version of (1.4) in a general Banach space. He considers the 
equation 
i(t) = G(x,), x,=cpEC’(-r,O;X), (1.1’) 
where G: C’( -r, 0; X)-+X is Lipschitz continuous. For the semigroup 
approach to neutral equations see also Burns, Cliff and Amillo Gil [ 11, 
Kunisch [ 111, Salomon [ 151 and the bibliography there. 
The results by Hale and Plant on autonomous neutral equations and 
results by the authors [6] and by the second author and Webb [16] on 
nonautonomous functional and functional differential equations suggest 
that we study the evolution equation (1.3) using the theory of nonlinear 
evolution operators developed by Crandall and Pazy [4] and Evans [7]. 
However, we find that if we set our problem in C’( -r, 0; X), as Hale and 
Plant do, or in I@‘( -r, 0; X), with p > 1, the conditions required to apply 
the theory in [4] cannot be satisfied, however much regularity is required 
on the t-dependence. We will discuss this point in Section 6. So we are led 
to set Eq. (1.1) in the space W’s’. An analogous situation was discussed in 
[ 163 for a nonautonomous functional equation and the space 
L’( -r, 0; X). 
We denote by 1.1 the norm in X and by /I.(1 ,,i the norm in 
I%“~’ = I+“,‘( -r, 0; X), and suppose that F satisfies the following 
hypotheses: 
(H.l) For all t E [0, r], F: [0, T] x IV’,’ +X is Lipschitz con- 
tinuous, that is, 
IF(tt cp) - F(t, $11 d r(t) Ilv - 11/111,I 
for some y(t) E R and for all cp, $ E IV’,‘; y(t) is bounded. 
505.59 ‘2-5 
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(H.2) There exists a continuous function h: [0, T] + X which is of 
bounded variation and a monotone increasing function L: [0, co) + [0, co) 
such that 
for O<t,, t,<Tand (PEW’,‘. 
We shall prove that if F satisfies conditions (H.l) and (H.2), then A(t) 
generates an evolution operator, U(t, s), in W’,’ in the sense of Crandall 
and Pazy. That is, 
U(t,s)cp= lim fi Z+t-S 
n-cc r-1 
( nA (s+iy))-’ cp (1.5) 
exists for all cp in W’,‘, the function u(t) = U( t, s) cp is the unique weak 
solution of Eq. (1.3) and this solution depends continuously on the initial 
data. We then prove that U(t, s) is a “translation” operator, that is, if 
x(t) = cp(t - $1, s-r<t<s 
= U(t, $1 do), s<t<T 
(1.6) 
then x, = U(t, s) q. This will allow us to prove that x(t) is the unique 
strong solution of the neutral equation (1.1). 
One interesting feature of this approach is that it yields regularity results. 
These will be discussed in Section 5. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let Y be a Banach space with norm 11. I(y. The operator 
A: D(A) c Y -+ Y is said to be accretive if for each A > 0 and x, y E D(A) 
A is m-accretive if in addition R(I+ IA) = Y. 
We shall also make use of the following equivalent formulation [S]. For 
x, y E Y define 
(2.2) 
The limit exists since (I/x + 2~11 y- llxil .)/A. is decreasing as A+ O+. Then A 
is accretive if and only if, for all U, VED(A), 
D, l~u-vllY(Au-Av)~O. (2.3) 
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In [3, Theorem l] Crandall and Liggett show that if there is a real num- 
ber w such that A + ol is m-accretive then A generates a semigroup T(t) in 
the sense that, for cp E D(A), 
T(t)= lim Z+iA cp 
( > 
-” 
n-m (2.4) 
exists and defines a strongly continuous semigroup. 
We shall make use of the generalized omain D,(A) considered by Cran- 
da11 in [2]. We define 
D,(A)= {cp~ D(A); T(t) cp is Lipschitz continuous in t on 
bounded sets 1. 
Crandall proves that D(A) c D,(A). These domains are in fact equal if Y is 
reflexive [ 131. 
We now collect some results for nonautonomous equations. The 
operator U(t, s), 0 <S d t 6 T, from Y to Y is said to be an evolution 
operator if 
(i) WC, t)y=y forallyEYandO<t<T, 
(ii) U(t, s) U(s, t) = U(t, r) forOdr<s<t<T. 
If in addition there is an w E R such that, for all x, y E Y, 
IIU(trs)x--(t,s)yllv6e~‘(‘~” l/?c-y/Ir, O<s<t< T (2.5) 
then U(t, s) is said to be of type w. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Crandall and Pazy). Let A(t), tE [0, T], satisfy the 
following conditions: 
(C.l) There is an w E R such that A(t) + WI is m-accretive for 
tE [0, T]. 
Let Jj.(t)=(Z+E.A(t))P1. 
(C.2) There is a continuous function, h: [0, T] + Y, which is of boun- 
ded variation, and a monotone increasing function L: [0, 00) -+ [0, co) such 
that 
IIJi(t) X-J>.(s)xII Y d A Ilh(t)-h(~)ll YL(IIxII Y) (2.6) 
for 0 < I < A,, 0 d t, z < T and x E Y. 
Then 
U(t, s) x = lim fi J,,.. 
n-cc j=, 
.),,(s+iG)x (2.7) 
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exists for x E D(A(t)) and 0 <s < t < T and U(t, s) is an evolution operator 
of type o on D(A(t)). 
Note that (C.2) implies that both D,(A(t))= D, and D(A(t))= D are 
independent of t [7]. 
Now let X be a Banach space with norm 1. I. We shall work in the space 
of initial data W’*’ = W’,‘( -r, 0; X). That is, 
W’,’ = {‘p E L’; q is absolutely continuous, cp’ exists a.e. and cp’ E L’}. 
We shall denote the norm in L’ = L’( -r, 0; X) by /I.II and that in W’,’ by 
II. II 1.1 . so 
llvll 1.1 = lldl + lb’ll. (2.8) 
We say that the evolution operator U(t, s) is a translation on Zc IV’,’ if, 
for all OdsGtdTand FEZ, 
U(4S)cpEZ and U(t, s) cp =x,3 (2.9) 
where 
x(t)=cp(t--s), s-r<t<s 
= UC4 s) do), s<t<T. 
(2.10) 
LEMMA 2.1. U( t, s) is a translation on W’,’ if and only if, for all 
q E w’,‘, 
U(t, s) (p(8) = cp(B + t-s) fors-r<t+B<s. (2.11) 
Proof By continuity (2.11) holds for 8 = -(t-s), that is, 
U(t, s) cpb - t) = cp(O) for all cp E WI,‘, t B s. 
Hence, if t+Q>s 
so 
u(t, S) up = u(t, t+ e)(u(t+ 8, S) v)(e) = u(t + 8, S) do). 
u(t, S) (p(e) = de + t -s) if e+t-do 
= u(t + 8, S) ~(0) if e+t-s>o. 
That is, 
u(t, S) q(e) = x(t + 8) for all eE[-r,O], 
where x(t) is as in (2.10). So U(t, s) cp =x,. 
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LEMMA 2.2 If an evolution operator U(t, s) in W’,’ is a translation on a 
dense subset 2, then it is a translation on W’,‘. 
Proof: Let cp E W’,‘, then there exist (P,,EZ such that (P,, tends to cp in 
W’,‘. Let t<s+r. Then U(t,s)q,(0) tends to U(t,s)(p(8) in 
L’(s-r,-t;X). But U(t,s)q,(0)=q,,(B+t-s) if 0+t--s<O and 
(~~(8 + t-s) tends to cp(B + t-s) in L’(s - r, -t; X). 
Hence U(t, s) ~(0) = (~(8 + t-s) for 0 + t-s < 0 and the result follows 
from the previous lemma. 
Throughout K will be an absolute constant whose value may change at 
each appearance. 
3. THE AUTONOMOUS EQUATION 
In this section we consider the autonomous neutral equation in X 
i(t) = G(x,), x0 = cp, (1.1’) 
where G: W’x’ -+X is Lipschitz continuous, that is: 
(H’) There exists a constant y such that 
IG(cp,)-G(cp,)l GY l/q, - cpzll1.1 for all cpr , (p2 E W’l’ 
and the initial data cp belongs to WI,‘. 
We study (1.1’) by associating with it the evolution equation in W’,’ 
Z+Au=O, 40) = cp, (3.1) 
where A is the operator 
Aq= -cp’, D(A) = { cp E W*,‘; q’(O) = G(q)}. 
We prove that A generates a semigroup of operators T(t), and that the (in 
general weak) solution of (3.1), T(t) rp, gives the segments of solution of 
( 1.1’). More precisely we prove that x(t) defined by 
x(t) = cp(t), -r<tdO 
= T(f) f?(O)> t>o 
(3.2) 
is a solution of ( 1.1’). 
A crucial point of the proof is to show that T(t) is a translation 
semigroup. This can be done directly from the exponential formula (1.5) as 
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we will see in the next section. But it can also be done by relating T(t) to 
the semigroup F(t) generated in C’ by the operator 2 defined by 
&I = -cp’, D(A) = D(A) n C2. 
This approach is interesting as it shows how our results are related to those 
of Plant [14] and it also gives information about the semigroup T(t). 
Hence we give a brief description of it. 
We first prove that A + (1 + y) I is m-accretive. Consider operators of the 
type 
Bu = -u’, D(B) c WI.‘. (3.3) 
We characterize the sets D(B) such that B is accretive in W’,‘. It is an easy 
application of an analogous result of Martello [ 121 in the space L’. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The operator B + PI, B E R, is accretive if and only if 
1~1(0)-~2(0)1 + WI(O)-4(0)1 6 luI(-r)--h-r)I + lui(-r)-4-r)I 
+P Il~I-~2III.I (3.4) 
for all u,, u2 E D(B). 
Proqf: It is proved in Proposition 1.1 of [ 123 that D Ilull ( -u’) = 
lu( -r)l - [u(O)\ for all UE IV’,‘, and so, if UE W2,’ we have also 
D llu’II (-u”)= lu’( -r)l - lu’(O)[. Hence 
D ll41.I (-u’)=D Ilull (-u’)+D lb’ll C-u”) 
= I+r)I + lu’(-r)l- (IdO) + lu’(O)l) 
and so also 
Dllull,,,(-~‘+Bu)=lu(-r)l+lu’(-~)l-(l~(~~l+lu’(~~l~+BIl~ll~,~. (3.5) 
The result now follows from Eq. (2.3), taking u = u, - u2 
PROPOSITION 3.2. A + (1 + y) I is accretive. 
Proof: Let u, , u2 E D(A). Then 
lu’,(O)-4(0)1= IG(u,)-G(u,)l GY 11~1 -u2111.1~ 
lu,(O)-u,(O)(= ul(-r)-u2(-r)+j’ (u’,(e)-u;(0))dQ 
-r 
Q lu,(-r)--u2(--)I + llui-41. 
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and the result follows from Proposition 3.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. A + (1 + y) I is m-accretive in W’x’. 
Proqf We have to prove that R(Z+ &I) = I+“,’ for II small. Let $ E IV’,’ 
and cp be such that cp - ;Icp’ = q, that is, 
(p(8) =&p(O) + 1):’ (e-)“/A) I&) ds. 
We prove that we can choose q(O) so that cp E D(A), that is, ~(0) = $(O) + 
IG( cp). Set 
then 
IWx,)-H(x2)l GAY IWYx, -x2)ll,., =Ay(A+ l)(l -e-+) lx1 -x21, 
and for 1 small, H is a contraction. Therefore it has a unique fixed point 2, 
and if (p =eeia.F+[i (e (“-‘)“/A) Ii/(s) ds, then (I+ AA) (p = $. 
It follows that A is the generator, in the sense of Crandall and Liggett, of 
a semigroup, T(t), of type 1 + y in D(A). We prove now that T(t) is a 
semigroup in WI*‘. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. D(A) is dense in WI,‘. In fact 
lim (Z+IA))‘$=ti (3.6) i. 4 0 
for all * E WI,‘. 
Proof: Set cp = (I+ AA) ~ r II/. Let A, be the operator 
A,u= -u’, D(A,) = { z4 E w*,‘, u’(0) = 0). 
A, is the generator of a linear strongly continuous semigroup in WI,‘, 
therefore lim, +. (I+ AA,))’ $ = II/. We have 
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also 
= II 
G IIe”‘“lll,l ldO)-11/(ON + ll4+ - (Z+M&’ Ic/II1,lT 
Hence 
IdO)- Il/(O)l = 1 IG(cp)l GA IG(cp)- (?$)I + 2 IG($)l 
6 AY Ilv - till1.1 + 2 IG(ll/)l. 
IIV - $11 .1 G 
1 
1 -Ay(l +A)(1 -e-““) 
(A(1 + l)(l -ePr’“) IG($)l) 
+ Il~-(~+~&-‘~11,,l> 
and the right-hand side tends to zero as I + 0. 
We consider now the operator 2 in C’ defined by 
d&p = --cp’, D(A”)=D(A)nC2= {q~d~;(p’(O)=G(cp)} 
and prove that A” satisfies the conditions required in [14]. More precisely 
we prove that 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let G satisfy condition (H’). Then there exist o 2 0 
and yb < 1 such that 
lG(cp,) - G(cp2)16 yr IIvl - 44 m + Y, SUP co' IvJ’I(W - ~~20 (3.7) 
--r<O40 
for all rpl, v2eC’, where lldl, =S~P~~C--~,~I Id@l. 
Proof: Let p E R be such that 0 < p < r and yp < 1. Then 
X -,=t up Woo b;(e) - dwi > 
. . 
+ YP -p~trCo {emu0 id(e) - 4w)i 1 
. . 
dyr l140~-cPzllm+~~~~-~~~~up++~~ 
X pr~:;co {emu’ i4m) - duo I. 
. . 
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It is now easy to verify that (3.7) is satisfied for any 
i 
1 Y(r - P) a>max’ O,-log- 
P 1 -YP 1 
with yo=y(r-p)epuP+yp. 
It is proved in [ 141 that if G satisfies (3.7) with y0 < 1, then A” generates 
a semigroup of translations F(t), in the set E= { cp E C’, q’(O) = G(q)}; and 
that if we choose any cp E E and set 
i(t) = cp(t), -rdt<O 
= no do), t>o 
then Z(t) is a solution of (1.1’); such a solution is continuously differen- 
tiable. 
Note that, as EID(A), E is dense in IV’,‘. Moreover, for all cp E E we 
have (I+ AA)-’ cp = (I+ AA”)-’ rp, and so 
T((t)cp=C’- lim Z+iA cp 
( > 
-?I 
n - m 
= WI,‘- lim I+fJ 
( > 
-n --n 
q = w’.’ - lim Z+:A cp 
n-m n n-m ( > n 
= T(t) cp. 
Hence E is flow invariant for T(t), that is, T(t) E c E. 
From Lemma 2.2 it follows that 
PROPOSITION 3.6. T(t) is a semigroup of translations in W’,‘. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. For cp E W’,’ set 
x(t) = cp(t), tE[-r,O] 
= T(t) do), t > 0. 
Then x(t) satisfies the neutral equation 
i(t) = G(x,) a.e. t > 0, x0 = cp. 
Proof Let rp E W’,‘, then there exist qn E E such that qn + @’ cp. From 
above x(t) is a solution of (1.1’) for q E E and also T(t) is a translation. 
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Hence from the definition of translation 
However, (d/do) T(t) (p,(8) -+L’ (d/de) T(t) (p(0). 
Also 
s a IG(T(t+e)cp,)-G(T(t+e)cp)l de -r 
I 
0 
d Y II ~0 + 0) (Pi - ~0 + 0) VII 1,1 de -r 
0 
67 s ec’+Y)(‘+B’ IIcpn-cp(I1,, de -r 
SO that G(T(t+8)cp,)~L’G(T(t+8)cp). 
Thus (d/de) T(t) cp(B) = G(T(t + 0) cp) a.e. SO that (d/d?) T(t) ~(0) = 
G( T(t) cp) a.e. t 3 0. 
We now prove that x(t) is the unique solution of (1.1’). We say that x(t) 
is a strong solution of ( 1.1’) if 
(i) x(t) is absolutely continuous on [0, T], 
(ii) x(t) is differentiable a.e. on (0, T) and satisfies (1.1’) a.e. 
Then 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let G satisfy (H’). Then there is at most one strong 
solution of ( 1.1’). 
Proof. Let x(r), y(t) be strong solutions of (1.1’). Then, for any r, > 0, if 
te IX, r,l 
Ilx;-y;ll= j” Ix’(t+e)- y'(t+8)1 de 
r 
= : lx’(z)- y’(z)1 dz ‘4 
I 
= s : IGb,) - G(Y,)I dt 
d Y s : lb, - y,lll.I &. 
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Also 
/Ix,-~Y,ll =I0 Ix(t+@-y(t+Wl de 
-r 
’ by sJ^ ’ IG(x,) - G(y,)l dci dz 0 0 
< yr s ; Ilx, - Y,II I,1 dc. 
Thus lI~,-~‘,l/~,~6~~~+~,~~bll~,-~‘~II~,,~~, so that  for t~[O,r,l, 
I/.x, - y,ll 1,1 = 0 by Gronwall’s inequality and thus x(t) = y(t). 
These results are finally summarised in 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G satisfy (H’). Then A generates a semigroup T(t) of 
type 1 + y in IV,‘. Set 
,dt) = 4th -r<t<O. 
= T(t) dOI> t > 0, 
then .u( t) is the unique strong solution of the neutral equation 
i(t) = G(x,), x0=0 
,for all cp E WI,‘. If cp E E= {‘p E C’; q’(O) = G(q)}, then the solution is con- 
tinuously differentiable. 
4. THE NONAUTONOMOUS EQUATION 
We now turn to the nonautonomous neutral equation in X 
.t( t) = F( t, x,), O<s<t<T, x,=(/A (1.1) 
where F: [0, T] x WI,’ + X satisfies conditions (H.l) and (H.2). Define the 
operators A(t), 0 d t < T, by 
A(f) cp = -cp’, D(A(t)) = { cp E W2,‘; cp’(0) = F(t, cp)}. (4.1) 
We prove that A(t) generates an evolution operator U(t, s) in the sense of 
Crandall and Pazy and that U(t, s) cp gives the segments of solution of 
(1.1). In the previous section the equivalent result was proved first in the 
flow-invariant subset E c W’,’ and the result extended to W’s’ using a den- 
sity argument. The subset E now depends on t, so cannot be used, but we 
find that III(A) plays a similar role. 
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We first verify that the operators A(t) satisfy the conditions of the 
theorem of Crandall and Pazy. Let y = supre co,r, y(r), then by 
Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 A(t) + (y + 1) I is m-accretive for TV [0, r], so 
(C.l) is satisfied. That (C.2) is also satisfied is a consequence of the follow- 
ing proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that F satisfies (H.l) and (H.2). Then there is 
a monotonically increasing function L,: [0, co) + [0, co) such that, for 
0 < ,I< &, 0 6 t, z 6 T and q E W’,‘, 
IIJi(t) CP-JJ.(T) dI1,1 GA Ih(t)-h(t)1 L,(lldl,,,)v 
where h is the function defined in (H.2). 
ProoJ We have 
J?.(t) (P(W - 4J,(t) cp)’ (0) = de) (4.2) 
so that 
J%(t) (p(8) = e”‘J,(t) q(O) + j,” (e’H-S)“/IZ) q(s) ds, (4.3) 
where J%(t) ~(0) E @A(t)), so that, using (4.2), 
J>.(t) ~(0) = ~(0) + JJ’(t, J>.(t) up)> 
Thus 
(4.4) 
IIJAt) cp - Jn(r) CPII 1.1 
= Ilee”VAt) V(O) -J?.(z) cP(O))ll I,I 
= (1 + A)( 1 - e-‘Ii.) IJi(t) Cp(O)-J,(T) (p(O)/ 
= (1 + A)(1 -e-“Ii.) 1 IF(t, Ji(t) up) - F(z, J,(Z) ~p)l 
G KA( lF(t, J%(t) V)-flt, J>.(T) dl + IfIt, J,(r) c~)-f’F(~> J,t(t) CP)I 
GKA(Y IIJi.(t) c~-J,(t) cpll~.~ + Ih(t)-h(~)l -WIJ,(~) dd 
so that, for il small enough, 
IIJA(t) cp -J,(z) cpII1.16 m I4t) -h(t)1 UlIJ,dt) cpIl1.1). 
Finally, to estimate IIJn(s) cpIJ ,,r set z = 0 above, so 
IIJn(t) cpIl1.1 d IIJi.(O) cpll 1.1 + KA lb(t) - h(O)1 L(IIJ,(O) cpll ,,I). 
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However, for some fixed ‘pO E D(A(0)) 
llJi.(o) CPII 1.1 G IIJi(o) Cp -JI.(o) CPOII 1.1 + IIJ2.(o) ‘PO- CPOII 1,l + IIVOII 1,l 
1 
G 1 -A(1 +y) Ilq - cpoll 1.1
A 
+l-n(l+Y) IlAW) cp0ll1,1 + llcp0ll1,1 
and the result is proved by taking t = z. 
Thus the conditions of the theorem of Crandall and Pazy are satisfied 
and A(t) generates an evolution operator U(t, s) in the sense that, if 
A=(t-s)/n, 
lim fi J,(s+il)cp=U(t,s)cp 
n-e ,=, 
for all ~ED(A(~)). By Proposition 3.4 D(A(t)) = IV’%’ for all r. 
We now have to prove that U(t, s) cp is a translation and that x(t) = 
U(t, s) q(O) is the solution of (1.1) for all cp E IV’,‘. This is proved first for 
cp E D, = D, (A (t)) directly from the definition of U( t, s). The result will then 
be extended to cp E W’-’ using a density argument as in Section 3. 
Following Flaschka and Leitman we define an operator A ,: C -+ C 
(C=C(-r,O;X)) by 
A,cp= -4, WA,)= {cPEC, cp(O)=O, (P’EC} (4.5) 
Jl,~cp(e)=(z+~A,)-‘~(e) (4.6) 
(4.7) 
as in (4.3). 
Then although A, is not the generator of a semigroup Flaschka and 
Leitman prove that for cp E C 
lim JY.,,,d@ = ~(6 + 11, -rbtl-c -t (4.8) n-m 
= 0, -t<edo. 
From now on we will set A = (t - s)/n. 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. For all (PE W’,’ 
+pa( 
n-j 
q(O)+ 1 I1F s+mA, fi Jl(s+iA)q 
m=l i i= I >> 
+ ?,j, cPte), (4.9) 
where CT = -e/( t -s). 
Proof From (4.3) 
4,(t) de) = e”“JAt) do) + .b,,~(e) 
so by induction 
fi J~.(s + iq (p(e) = nf’ J:‘,,( 
n-j 
exp T/4(e) n Jl.(s + 4 do) + 4.nde) 
i=l j=O ,=I 
- iv1 4.b + 4 do) + do) + qj.de). 
) i 
However, 
Jj,,(eXp T/n)(e) =; 
.( )' 
- A ' eelA 
and from (4.4) 
Equation (4.9) follows immediately. 
We now require the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 4.1. For (PE W’z’, Odsdt<T 
F(T, u(T, s) cp) dT 
=o if a>1 (4.10) 
=q(o)+J;+O F(T, u(T, s) cp) dT if O<a<l. 
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Proof. If U: [0, co) -+ X is bounded and continuous, then the Poisson 
probability distribution satisfies 
XI j (na)’ 
lim eCflu u - 
= 0 
- = 24(c) 
H’cc , o n j! 
(4.11) 
[8, p. 2201. If we define 
u(c) = q(O) + j’--) F(T, U(T, s) q) dz if O<a<l 
., 
=o if abl 
then (4.11) also holds for this u (which has a single jump discontinuity) so 
that (4.10) is true. 
LEMMA 4.2. If cr 2 0, cp E W’,‘, 0 d s d t d T 
lim ‘I?’ (ntr)l epng 
,, + ZL ,=. .P 
(4.12) 
C’(s+mE.,s)~-S’-‘((‘-‘)‘“)F(T, U(r,s)cp)dr)=O. 
A 
Proof Set g(r) = F(T, U(T, s) cp). This is a continuous function of T so 
given E > 0 there is an N such that for n 2 N and each 0 < j < n - 1 
“cj ct ns) g(s + &) _ I’-j((‘-“)‘n) g(T) dTi <E. 
m=l s 
If in (4.11) we now set 
U(C) = 1 if O,<a<l 
=o if a>1 
we see that 
n-l (no)’ lim C ep""-= if Oda<l 
w - 00 j=O j! =i if 021. (4.13) 
The result follows. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Zf 020, thenfor cp~D,, O<s<t<T 
x F(s + ml, U(s + m;l, s) cp) - F s + ml, fi J,(s + iA) q = 0. 
*=I 
(4.14) 
Proof. Define 
p(r)=sup(lh(t)-h(z)l;O< t, T< T, It--z/ <r} 
so that p is nondecreasing and lim,,, p(r) = p(O) =O. Then by [4, 
Proposition 2.53 there is a constant K such that, for cp ED, and 1 <m <n, 
Thus 
n--l 
1 AF(s + mA, U(s + mA, s) cp) - F s + ml, fi J,I(s + U) q 
m=l i=l )i 
<y i il U(s+ml, s)cp- fi JA(s+M) cp 
m=l II i=l II 
<KY f m=, {(g2ml~2+m(~)2p(gj} 
<Ky{(+3-+n2(F)2p($)j. 
This tends to zero as n -+ co and the result follows as in Lemma 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.1. For t E [s, T] and cp E D, 
u(t,S)(P(e)=(P(e+t-s) if -rd86 -(t-s) 
(4.15) 
F(T, VT, s) ~1 dr if -(t-s)<8dO. 
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Proof From Proposition 4.2 
r- j((r-.s)/n) n-j 
F(T, U(T,s)cp)dz- 1 AF(s+ml, U(s+mA,s)cp) 
IT?=1 
-F s+mA, fi J,(s+il)cp 
i=l )N 
where C= -O/(r-s). Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 together with (4.8) show 
that l-I:=, Jj.(S + U) (p(O) converges pointwise to the continuous function 
on the right-hand side of (4.15). However, this product also converges in 
IV’,’ to U(t, s) cp and thus (4.15) is true. 
Theorem 4.1 shows that, for cp E D,, U(t, s) cp is a translation. It then 
follows from Lemma 2.2 that U(t, s) cp is a translation for cp E I@~‘. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let F satisfy (H.l) and (H.2). For cp E WI,’ set 
x(t) = dt -s), s-r<t<s 
= vt, s) do), sbt<T. 
Then x(t) is the unique solution of 
i(t)= F(t, x,) a.e. s Q t < T, x, = cp, 
and if cp ED, this solution is continuously differentiable. 
Proof. Differentiating (4.15) we see that, for cp E D,, 
; u(t, s) do) = F(t, Ut, s) q). 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
Since D, is dense in WI%’ and U(t, s) q is a translation we may use the 
same argument as Proposition 3.7 to show that, for cp E W’,‘, (4.17) holds 
almost everywhere. The uniqueness follows as in Proposition 3.8. 
505!5912-6 
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5. REGULARITY 
In Section 3 we found that 
- - 
T(t): D(d)” + D(2)” 
From Theorem 4.2 we have a similar result in the nonautonomous case. 
For, if CpED, and t--s>r 
That is, U(t, s): D, + Do)“, so that, in particular, for initial data in D, 
solutions are continuously differentiable if t > s and continuously differen- 
tiable at t =s if the initial function is in D(A(s))@. 
We now give a characterization of D,. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let F(z, .) satisfy (H.l). Then the function q E IV’,’ is in 
D,(A(z)) if and only if there is a constant K such that the following three 
conditions hold for all t E [0, r]: 
s -I I Icp(e+t)-cp(@l de6Kt, (5.1) 
-1 d j I d or -g@+t)-;,cp(O) de<& 
j”, /$+#‘)~ d@dKt. 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
Proof For convenience we suppress z. Let S(t) be the semigroup 
generated by A. We recall that cp E D,(A) if and only if for T > 0, 
t, SE [0, T] there is a constant K such that 
IIS(t)cp-S(s)~ll~,,dKIt-sl. (5.4) 
It is sufficient to consider this only for 1 t - sj < r, for, if It - sl > r, 
It--l 
IIs cp - S(s) cpI11.1 d IIs cpll,,, + IIS cpll I,, <KG Kr 
since S(t) q is continuous in t. 
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Now, for t E [0, r] 
However, the continuity of ~(0) and S(t) cp in 6’ and t, respectively, 
together with the translation property imply that 
i‘ ’ IS(t)dq(B)1 dO6Kt (5.6) --I 
and 
de= j” IF(S(t+@cp)l dO6Kt. 
I 
(5.7) 
Thus, if TED,(A), (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) hold. 
Suppose now that (5.1) (5.2) and (5.3) hold. Then, if /t - sl d Y, where 
t, 3-6 co, Tl 
IIs cp-S(s) cpll1.l GeT’Y+l) lls(t-S) cp-rplll,l 
so that using (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7), AGED,. 
6. CHOICE OF THE SPACE OF INITIAL DATA 
In order to satisfy the hypotheses of the Crandall and Pazy theorem, the 
operators A(t) must satisfy the condition (C.2). This condition implies that 
the sets D,(A(t)) must be independent of t, and, since D(A(t))c 
D,(A(t)) c D(A(t)), that Do) is also independent of t. Working in IV’,’ 
we saw in the previous section that indeed D,(A( t)) is independent of F 
and hence is independent of t. 
In [ 141 Eq. (1.1’) was studied in the space of initial data C’ and it was 
shown that 
oca,= {qwZ’,cp(O)=G(cp)}. 
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It follows that it is not possible to use the Crandall and Pazy theory to 
study the nonautonomous equation (1.1) in C’ as the solution would be 
generated by the operators 
A”(t) cp = -q’, m(t)) = {‘p E c2, cp’(O) = F(t, 44) 
so that D(A(t)) = {cp E C’, q’(O) = F(t, cp)} and thus depends on t. 
There is a similar problem in the space W’*p, p > 1. 
Suppose that X is a Hilbert space and associate with (1.1) the family of 
operators in W’,p( -r, 0; X), p > 1, 
A,(t) cp = -cp’, m,(t)) = {cp E w23p, cp’(O) = et, cp,). 
As W’*p( -r, 0; X) is reflexive D,(A,(t)) coincides with D(A,(t)) and thus 
depends on t; so again A,(t) cannot satisfy (C.2). 
Thus W’,’ is the natural space for studying the nonautonomous equation 
(1.1). 
7. AN EXAMPLE 
We now apply our results to the integro-differential equation 
i(t)=f(t) + jr K,(t, T, X(T)) LIT + j’ &(t, T, i(T)) dz, 
,-, I--r 
O<s<tdT (7.1) 
x(t) = dt -sL s-r<t<s, 
where cp E W’x’ and f: [0, T] -+ X, Ki: [0, T] x [ -r, T] x X-+ X satisfy the 
following hypotheses. 
fis Lipschitz continuous in [0, T] with Lipschitz constant 
L. 
There are constants C,, CZ such that for all t,, t,e [0, T], 
TEL-r, T], XEx IRi(tl,z,X)-Ki(t2,T,X)I~CjIt,-t2I 
1x1. 
There are constants D,, D2 such that for all t E [0, T], T,, 
t2~ C-r, T], XEx IKi(t, ~1, X)-Ki(t, ~2, x)1 <D; IT~-T~I 
1x1. 
There are bounded functions yi, y2: [0, T] + R such that 
for all t E [0, T] TE C-r, T], x,, X,EX IKi(t, r, x1) - 
Ki(t> T, X2)1 GYi(t) 1x1 -X21. 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 
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Define F: [0, T] x I@’ -+ X by 
F(r,d=fW+j’ K,(t,r,~(r--t))m+~~~~~K,(t,7,p’(7--t))dr (7.6) 
r--r 
for all t E [0, r], cp E IV’-‘. 
We verify that F satisfies (H.l) and (H.2). To prove (H.l) we have, for 
all t E [0, T], from (7.5) that 
IF(f, cp)-F(t, $)I Gj-’ y,(t) Iq(7-f)-+(7-f)l d7 
r-r 
+j’ YAP) Icp’(7-t)-IC/‘(7-t)l d7 
I--r 
Gmaxiy,(tL h(f)) IIcp-I1/II1,l. 
For (H.2) we have, from (7.2), (7.3), (7.4), that, for all t,, t,e [0, T], 
cp E w’,‘, 
lF(f,, cp) -F(b, cp)l 
d If(fl) --f(t*)l 
+ 1" K,(h,r,q(7-1,))d7-/" K,(t,,z-t,+t,,cp(z-t,))d7 
1, ~ r I, - r 
+ K2(fl,7,cp'(7-r,))d7-~t' Ub, 7--t,ft,, cp’(7--1))d7 
~ r f, --r 
d L It, - bl + C, If, - t,l I:,‘mr Id7 - t,)l d7 
+ D, It, - 221 j-:1-r Id7 - f,)l d7 + G It, - f,l [z;‘r Iv’(7 - r,)l d7 
+D, It,--21 i ,:lr Iv’(7- [,)I d7 
G K It, - t,l (1 + IIvIILI). 
Thus Theorem 4.2 applies to Eq. (7.1) with F as in (7.6). 
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